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A famous Mishna at the end of Taanit declares that there were no better Yamim Tovim  for the Jewish 
people  than Tu B Av and Yom Kippur. The connotations of the former are complicated and the Gemara 
offers various suggestions some connected to marriage, but Yom Kippur is immediately linked as the day 
of selicha.  Many people have called the day by the sub title Yom Hakadosh.    Rather than meaning the 
Holiest Day, it would be better to translate it as the Unique Day - Kadosh meaning set aside - as the day 
when the Yetzer Hora is banished or at least relegated, when  Kappara  - forgiveness - is automatic, 
according to R Yehuda, or at least much more easily attained.  

 

But all this is an expression of our putative closeness to Hashem or conversely in the case of one who 
does wrong, our distancing ourselves from Hashem. In this sense the Mishna can  mean that there were 
no better Yamim Tovim than Yom Kippur on account of the opportunity for closeness which the day 
offers.    

 

Every Yom Tov has a special Mitzvah. Pesach offers us the Mitzva of Matza,  Purim the Megilla etc. On 
Yom Kippur there is a special Mitzva of teshuva i.e.man's role in achieving Kappara.   Strictly speaking 
one could argue that the mitzva of teshuva precedes Yom Kippur as we  read -  lifnei Hashem titharu - in 
advance of the day one cleanses oneself.   Indeed, in his halachic compendium  the author of the Chayyei 
Adam rules that there is an annual mitzva to do teshuva on the Eve of Yom Kippur in order to be purified 
i.e. forgiven on Yom Kippur itself.  Clearly, there is a symbiotic relationship between the two.   Repentance 
being a sine qua non for Kappara. But , as they say, its easier said than done. If  saying vidui, repeating al 
Chet; fasting, kneeling, multiple recitation of the 13  middot  were to yield forgiveness, we would all be 
whiter than white. 

 

Rav Dessler, in a famous analogy, compared the person trapped in sin to the inveterate smoker or 
diabetic who loves chocolate. This was a telling comparison for him, for  Rav Dessler was a heavy smoker 
in his youth and knew the challenge of ending such an addiction. How is it possible for someone to know 
intellectually without the shadow of a doubt that this cigarette or chocolate will do him serious harm  and 
yet, in the face of this information and with the doctor's warning ringing in his ears, to pick up the next and 
the next and the next chocolate? 

 

R Dessler asserted that this problem had been addressed by his illustrious great grandfather R Yisrael 
Salanter (Lipkin), who had developed emotional and psychological strategies to overcome the natural and 
powerful resistance which we all possess, and which prevents us doing that which we know rationally to 
be the correct course of action. A functional approximation of this approach would include habit forming 
small actions building towards the kind of character change which can successfully challenge whatever 
habit, evil, or inappropriate behaviour, whose removal is the object of the exercise. An example might be 
selfishness: a severe and almost narcissistic trait difficult successfully to challenge. But a series of small, 
relatively insignificant  acts of altruism repeated daily might, it could be suggested, lead to an attitudinal 
evolution towards a more unselfish personality.   Otherwise, the most inspirational speaker, the most 
evocative Kol Nidre, the most powerful shock to the system would all, at best, offer a palliative  or a 
temporary change; but a  permanent alteration of personality or behaviour is unlikely.   

 

The truth is that for some, even the Salanterian strategies described above, do not necessarily result in 
the behaviour modification which teshuva minimally requires let alone the full hearted and permanent 

change, described in a phrase such as   "I will give you a new heart". Is it not the fact that the battery of Al 
Chet, the plethora of Oshamnu, the multiplicity of Selichot ,genuflections and paraphernalia of our Y 
Kippur tefilot are counterproductive and not just ineffective.   Rav Nevenzahl of Jerusalem in his piece in 
"Titharu" quotes the aChayyei Adam who advocated including in the Al Chet all those sins which we know 
we did not commit; just in case we transgressed in a previous gilgul.  

 

I suspect that for us, though, this type of viduy is the antithesis of the truth.  I cannot speak for others, but 
for myself I can think of more than enough sins I have committed in this gilgul, so that I see no need to 
search for sins in previous incarnations.  There is no reason for us to recite viduy for sins that we have not 
committed.  By so doing, one would turn the viduy into a big farce.  Rather than concentrating on areas 
where it is clear that we have failed, we would occupy our thoughts with our previous gilgulim.  We would 
spend our time wondering whether or not we ate sacrificial offerings outside the walls of Yerushalayim or 
whether we mistakenly placed the choshen above the ephod!  By occupying our minds with such things, 
we might forget to confess to and correct the sins that are within our reach – the mitzvos that are on our 
own “crossroads of choice.”  What would be the point of our saying: “Hashem, please forgive me for not 
having reached the level of Ari HaKadosh”!  Is this is a viduyu?  That level is far beyond anything we can 
even hope to attain; thus this type of viduy is mere lip service. 

 

R Nevenzahl offers an alternative to the above "FARCE".   One way we can accomplish this is by raising 
our personal awareness of the importance of the mitzvos we are observing.  Torah scholars, those who 
set aside time for learning, as well as those who study Daf Yomi, must all realise the importance of what 
they are doing.  The same is true for those involved in chesed, promoting shalom bayis, ensuring that 
Jewish children receive a Torah education, and similar endeavours.  We must all revitalise that feeling 
that may have worn away with time – that what we are doing is of the utmost importance.  Its reward in 
the eternal world is unlimited, and very often in this world as well.  We must study the words of Chazal as 
they relate to the importance of the mitzvah.  We must strengthen ourselves in understanding that we are 
building spiritual worlds and bringing the redemption of the Jewish People that much closer.   Then, when 
a person understands that each minute he is involved in a mitzvah he is gathering precious pearls; when 
he feels true joy from what he has gained and profited, then surely he will feel pain at unnecessary loss. 

 

As we approach this Day of Judgement, we must strengthen ourselves and feel pride that we merited for 
ourselves, as well as for the Jewish nation, an eternity of redemption and salvation.  This feeling will have 
a twofold effect: 

1. It will mark a change in our future – it will cause us to become more involved in Torah and acts of 
chesed, to the best of our ability. 
2. It can effect a change in the past – he who understands the great value of each word of Talmud 
Torah, the joy achieved through fulfilment of the Torah, will naturally experience heartfelt regret over 
not having utilised his time properly.  He will now feel regret for the lost opportunities of the past.  
(How could I have wasted my time on trivialities?) When this regret is sincere, the viduy will also be 
sincere – a confession free of empty excuses. 
We will then be able to admit with a full heart חטאתי  לה׳.  When the confession and regret are strong and 

solid, they will necessarily serve to bring about such a profound and inner teshuvah that “the One Who 
knows the deep secrets will testify about him that he will never again return to this sin” (Rambam, Hilchos 
Teshuvah 2:2).  

Clearly for some, this too would be inappropriate. But the ruthless honesty of self analysis which underlies 
this approach can provide a model for all of us whatever our position on the spiritual axis. Maybe its 
integrity can offer the key to an effective and productive Yom Kippur. GMAR CHATIMAH TOVAH 


